Chapter IV: A Thematic Analysis in *Strange Obsession*

4.1 Introduction:

The present novel, *Strange Obsession* deals with dissimilar from other fiction of the Shobha De. It also highlights on the subject of rejection of contemporary Indian female to take the shipment of conventional principles. Its purpose is to focus on female’s freedom from the read out of customary man-dominated culture. Her female characters productively move toward away of their contracting surroundings. They situate high as well as self-determining, with charmingly recognize the liability of the ending of their courageous result.

4.2 Various Themes:

Shobha De’s current fiction, along with its heading like *Strange Obsessions*, describes Mumbai’s rich-class living-life, stuffed through the Bodice-cleaving develops the power, starving magnate as well as dishonest male-companions. At the ending, although, the awful boys are for eternity attained their punishment. Thus, she says that: The female protagonists in her novels are absolutely not carpets. They are reluctant to be dribble approximately. Indian increasing high-class loves in her ways. She has totally distorted the thought of writing through growing curiosity in English pound creative writing. It is also based on the following themes:

4.2.1 Struggling with the Body:

*Strange Obsession* (1992) talks about pathological anxiety of female protagonist, Minx. It portrays that how the beneath the overpowering anxiety, she fractures downward further than recuperation. Throughout her peculiarity, she attempts to retaliate her identity on the surroundings which is the foundation of her nervousness. The narrative advices regarding the fascination about a psychotic female, Meenakshi (Minx) along with Amrita, an nice-looking young woman who moves toward to Mumbai to construct her vocation in the globe of representation. Minx’s concerned as well as mistreated infancy seal her haughty behavior with unfriendliness which revolves to the Amrita’s living-life or existence terrifying.
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To manage through the disquiet as well as anxiety which are the product of her inaccessible babyhood? The female protagonist, Minx neglects through her personal priest, she receives to develop citizens. Control to others turns into an enduring meeting into her individuality. It also comes across to face Minx’s handling of Amrita more than whose being; she finds out entirety organize forcing to her in obedience. Each moment Meenakshi comes across Amrita powerless earlier than to her, Minx informs that a happiness which recompense for her individual nervousness. Her irregular manner is the effect of her abandoned babyhood, unfeeling protect as well as dictator parent. Into the reality, the novel is a casing revises of the anxious character like Meenakshi, the simply as well as blemished youngster of Iyengar who is IGP. Minx has a miserable babyhood, like an effect of her parent’s relocates along with Minx’s mother’s communal efforts that:

“Merely youngster, alone kid, planking discipline... She informs..... she is unnerved away of couple of schools.....disqualified. Her parents are therefore embarrassed. Minx does not recognize how to facade her associates in the Bridge Club. They grip her simply method, he identify. As a result of girdle her.....He congested simply behind he observes the blood”. ¹

But the female protagonist, Minx discloses that the most horrible element of her parent’s unkindness. Thus, she says that:

“Attention...my parents...okay. The similar male, he is too authoritative, hence treasured, well terror. He is like a monster. A monster is like the most horrible variety. He ...he has sex with me.”²

Therefore, her parent (father) stands for the Oedipus theme that occurs to do incest fairly knowingly. Her father is like huge monster, which always persuades with her into approving to law states that Minx’s mother has rejected her father to love and romance with her. He creates Minx to think that her mother never sex, for that purpose Minx has to do him happy with sex and it is her major duty to complete her yearning. She remarks that:

“Minx thinks to her father. She also knows that how he is with the other female and their house...”²
Those incidents create a precipitous point about the nervousness of her daughter, Meenakshi, who has completed her into enthusiast as well as heterosexualism. One time, Minx’s mother also knows about Minx and her husband’s relation, she gets terrible which goes to supplementary weakening about her individuality. In the same way, Minx’s homo-sexual nature with Amrita is ending of her bad ill-treatment with her own father. It goes to training inside that is homo-sexual manner turns into an aversive motivation. Minx and her father’s sex relation are similar to subaltern and homo-sexual relation. That’s why, she states that:

"Young female has been sex with their parents and come across affairs along with other male is intimidating and sickening along with rotate to more female for their accomplishment as well as expressive require like sex."

An anger and violence with Minx’s nature is that who seems like warning to her activities to achieve protection as well as secure release about her nervousness is Minx’s attempt to defend her sanctuary. But Amrita is getting all that at the end. Meenakshi never prevent something with arrange to take away from every that who move toward Amrita. She also does not feel guiltiness whatever. On the other hand, she comes across with the whole thing significance liability, but it assists her to magnetize Amrita’s understanding near her like, it should make happy her anxious require to love and to manage with other male’s life. That happiness requires love and sex with some feels right that also carry her wisdom of accomplishment as well as instants of the self-understanding. Meenakshi’s aggressive inclination too is the demonstration with her pains to handle by her own emotions like separation as well as lack of confidence. That attempts are completed through Meenakshi to acquire earlier with Amrita and her efforts are tried to realize accomplishment.

The wisdom to feel right as well as human being does not survive with her living-life. In the novel, Strange Obsession, the novelist carries on the ludicrousness of the living-life inside the rich-civilization in Mumbai. She also delights the main theme like gender, love and romance ornately; an aggressive subaltern and homo-sexual nature of Meenakshi symbolizes the loftiness of substitute sex with love and romance. While, Meenakshi is not the initial, the Indian feminist to highlight with love and romance, hunger for, she is primary to envelop every potential characteristics
of it with aspects. Through dumping the entire self-consciousness, Meenakshi has entirely demolished the conservative suggestion in the Indian English literature.

The Indian feminist, Shobha De is “an Empress of the Erotica.” She also states that sex is just like muggy with their interpretation about homo-sexual desire like Westernization and their literary writings. On the other hand, Shobha de writings intend to:

“The love and romance know-how about male in India, and also with female in India differences are much stretched, self-conscious like Western colonized female.”

That is with other male, Meenakshi torments her-self and tries to put it in arrange to complete her desires. Yet, she also struggles to acquire purge of her chest like this, she may have a masculine appear as well as be satisfactory with Amrita who is like a wife. That is an:

“Utter of unreserved nervousness, which Meenakshi never happy with own husband for sex and love. It understands that her impulses about substitute sex and love.”

Meenakshi is prepared to go with other man for sex and love to fulfill her sexual desires. She also validates that it is like forgo of Amrita’s sake like she blames with the crate of the reforming her chests.

“Yes, there, after that… I am going to plan to suffer to change sex with other male. Ok dear, I shall do it for you. You need a perforate to go on you. I will also move and acquire single. The currency may purchase you something. I should say, even a bloody dick.”

The female protagonist, Minx’s attempts are to defend her fascination. Her strange performs are her resistance response to save her identity from the hazard as a depression as well as responsibility. Her leaving to operation with sort to decrease her chests are just to know male gaze, is a nonstandard stride. Due to those motives, Meenakshi provides that it is based on her dishonesty as well as buckle of the realism. She struggles to guilt about her father for something. She charges on him to enormous
chests for the frequent gender and sex comes across with Meenakshi and her father. This is as rape with Meenakshi from her father. And she blames to her father for that purpose. She becomes a sufferer that:

“At what time, Meenakshi was youngster; he used to attempt her chest to bind them. Other than, her father... ok... this misrepresent, he used to touch her continuously, furthermore, he informs her that how a good-looking, they were. She instigated to actually disgust her chest after-wards. She also was responsible to him and whatsoever was doing with her. He also used to herself and believes that they had been slighter, that awful obsession should not at all cover come about.”

Meenakshi and her father’s relation is sensitively phrases like protuberance, a self-protective response through revenue about others that are observed like liable for the individual’s entity crime as well as uncharacteristic desires. Within that example, a criminal youngster shames her father’s manner with her and teacher is being a recusant, unsympathetic as well as un-thoughtful. Other’s guilt is a method of handling into the personals discarded advises through changing them on to somebody also. An extrapolative fault with other leaves to the coverage which Minx turns into obsessed. Inside the suspicion:

“The citizens, her mission, their individual deplorable aggressive thoughts regarding other male in a complete classification of the thoughts that they suffer to other males are away to acquire them.”

Through outcrop, fault with other male, someone may decrease an anxious nervousness occurring from the inside clash between them. About their disturbed nervousness psychological hypothesis comments on that:

“This is because human psychology stresses are instinctual, childish, as well as unprincipled. They should infertile through their self-image as well as ego. It is like clash as well as determination of unfulfilled difficulty; nervousness [unclear anxiety] along with fault is stimulated. The human being searches for habits to protect their self-image from the nervousness as well as fault through situation on the coastal defenses.”
It is with female protagonist, Meenakshi and her hallucination appears awfully commonsensical as well as authentic. She also looks like ordinary until incredible comes about to make active with her disturbed frame of mind. Therefore, self-image declares that the more citizens are like above irregularity approach from their relatives through:

“A demanding as well as exceptionally dictating is oppressive as well as significant”.

It is surroundings that insignia with their sensitivity and emotional nature about the male with wide-ranging. Their insufficient common is checked on them from their sympathetic with other male’s perspectives. With their common dealings, their nature is aggressive, distrustful as well as controlling. They also observe with other male that:

“The weak point, they may not recognize with them-selves.”

Thus, Meenakshi is also mindful regarding her disadvantage of irregular love and sex. She also ventures with other male like powerless through they use that language may not impotency.

Minx says to Amrita that:

“The atmosphere of the violence which in its place of her, it may be one of these hires.”

Meenakshi’s nonstop doubt about Amrita should run away from her, or somebody grasps her from her elevates the point about her nervousness. She should predominantly unconfident, later than, study Amrita relates with other males, smiling, happy, yet flirting calmly. She should answer aggressively ill-treatment, condemning as well as cursing with Amrita.

**4. 2.2 Homo-sexual Effects on the Amrita:**

The female protagonist, Meenakshi suffers from a huge with playing her male-companion to Amrita. But Amrita has to endure various affecting turbulence, this is because of the Meenakshi. She is enforced by Meenakshi; she also creates to reply
about Meenakshi’s heterosexual as well as homo-sexual move forward, that situate with Amrita into a shape of expressive calamity whether, she may capable to survive a agreeable wedded living-life with one more male, Bhatia Rakesh. Meenakshi does her good to persuade her–self and remove all prospects to male with their living-life. Inside reality, the subaltern female, Amrita’s implicit submit to Meenakshi’s peculiarity as well as harassment is the suggestion about her introjections of Meenakshi’s living-life with classify to defend her identity about anxious nervousness increasing with her. Introjection is a resistance response with that somebody understands that with other male’s standards as well as significance like individual’s personal. They yet are different to the individual’s preceding customs as well as principles. That is comparable with derivative education, that time; the youngster recognizes about their own relatives. That recognition is really, a protection method that turns into emotional feelings about significance. It also defends to the human being beside personal depression.

On the other hand, the introjections might go to critically imprecise as well as maladaptive manners. The female protagonist, Amrita attempts to introject, the eccentric habits of the Meenakshi that she may evade her fearful response as well as ridiculous retribution. Though, it simply inserts to her unhappiness like she may not entirely recognize to Meenakshi’s uncharacteristic sex and bad habits. The previous to convention with Bhatia, Amrita appears to have developed her-identity with Meenakshi. The company with Rakesh pretense a huge hazard to the strange understanding about the Minx’s creates to consider humanity. The hung-up disquiet fashioned through that impending hazard provides to increase to aggressive response with Meenakshi. With a situation about extreme anxiety, she assaults to Amrita in classify to convey her rear in her direct and she obtains the former status of the sanctuary. She glows about Amrita’s eyelashes along with common tresses into regulate to horrify her. She never prevents to do and heaves various rigid as well as extensive things inside her vagina. She also pursues to Rakesh and Amrita after their wedding ceremony. She becomes successful to capture them during their celebratory. She orders to Bhatia to do sex with Amrita, while she goes to their hiding place with the afforest. She might force him to do love and sex with her. She also locates to put on bonfire with a situation of frenzy.
An ending breakdown about Meenakshi’s character is sourced through aggressive enlarge with her worry rank like male, Bhatia Rakesh. He appears a continuous foundation of hazard to Minx. The menace sensitivity is thus, awe-inspiring, which she suffers to attendance with Rakesh in Amrita’s corpse. She never comes across with a good-looking for sex. On the other hand, the overpowering Amrita seems to disgusting to her. With truth, the desire of sex is come first through wellbeing desires that should be completed previous to personal desires to sex and well think about. But, Amrita is secure standard to Meenakshi’s ruthless to manage among the nervousness ensuing since her inaccessibility as well as nonstandard babyhood. Meenakshi too thinks that Amrita is like secure foundation to complete her own desires with Rakesh and it is similar to her instantaneous surroundings. However, she suffers from the unselfconfident as well as end angered through the innovative enlargement with her nature, sex and love desire to receive a rear place, other than, Amrita seems no much lovely and beautiful to her.

During detail, it is never human being, individual, described Bhatia Rakesh who intimidates with Meenakshi. It also highlights the charisma of the influential man outlines. The man stands for her fantastic-steal parent who has sex with her daughter. He frequently persuades her and leaves her powerless. That time, she also joins with him and to suffer that she may no huge prolong with her unforgiving strategy for the entire globe. Meenakshi is dead with her nervousness as well as diffidence from her sympathy, protected a crunchy along with succinct obituary with broadsheet.

“Minx is dead on 7th Aug. in Mumbai with some heartbreaking state of affairs.
No one commiseration make happy.”

Strange Obsessions, the novelist, Shobha De highlights on the Meenakshi’s character with psychological base. She has also disallowed the unbiased progress about Meenakshi. Minx’s intelligent exploitation about her environment along with her merciless manner presumes illegal magnitude. The fulfilling her physical search for desires, longing as well as sexual category, Amrita goes to complete her wellbeing desires. She also effectively protects a status of security as well as steadiness during her parent’s high-class situation along with her personal overriding manner. She threatens with every this that moves toward with her system to protect silky live-in relative through Amrita. She knows that it is like an effort to complete her requires of
feel right as well as sex. On the other hand, she takes that desire on a disturbed personality. This is because; it is Amrita’s uncharacteristic babyhood.

Even though, Amrita moves violently for her unfavorable conditions annoying to complete her desires. She also cultivates with her character according to ladder about her wants. But she becomes unsuccessful to realize her own actualization. She attempts her honesty to triumph over her uncertainty; however the strength about her nervousness is too enormous that her equilibrium falls down below it. It guides to the entire bewilderment of her individuality.

4.3 Heterosexual Relations and Subaltern Female:

With the homo-sexual affair, the female has to give its worth with her individual outlay. While she has to devastate her identity, her influence, intelligence, as well as individual enlargement, to male’s desire. She is measured with the subaltern female. In explanation with this, the novelist, Shobha De discards essential homo-sexuality and she recommends to female to female affair or subaltern and lesbian is superior than male to female connection. She also portrays subaltern and lesbian relation in her fiction. It is cause of human, a female may do better with another female than male, and one more cause might be other reason can be rebellion of the female about the civilization along with its customs that undervalue female. The current analysis portrays homo-sexual relations with lesbian of the Shobha De’s female in arrange to find liberate about their inflexible as well as conventional matrimonial outlines. Therefore, the female characters, Meenakshi and Amrita move toward for their sex and subalternity that has been forced on them throughout periods.

The subaltern group of the people has an inferior position. They don’t have an influence or their status is not listened. But it is extensive class, which tries to distinguish personals. Their influence as well as achievement have been subdued, radically understand, vanished, or intentionally removed not here. Within the diverse chronological circumstances, the subaltern people have been unwritten like similar identity with female, kids, regal issues, underprivileged, uneducated, waged people and spiritual with cultural alternative.
With the description of convention as well as ethical standards, the female has been familiarized to control their longings like sex, love and romance. It also escorts to subaltern rank with conditions of the sexual self-determination. This is because, their training with relatives as well as civilization, a lot of females are never happy with their husband to do sex and romance. The bogus viewpoint regarding sexual category with her corpse may direct for sex and love incongruity as well as despondency during wedding ceremony. Subaltern is actually an effort to oppress and silence women making her subaltern. But Shobha De’s women understand their subaltern status so they do not meekly follow traditional guidelines.

The word lesbianism is derived from the Greek ‘Lebios’. It is a Greek Island in the Aegean Sea. “It is the local place of Sappho who is seven century B. C. Poetess and she writes love poems about the females.” Kamasutra is well-known traditional of Hindu erotica and it deals with lesbianism. But, in the present day, it is widespread phenomenon wherever the females come across to sex and their completion with their friends. It is growing in the traditional Indian civilization in spite of the culture’s need of detection to this perform. The motive individual a female may toil up one more female superior than a male; while a male achieves as well as later than liability it he turn into unresponsive to his feminine colleague or illustrate need of worry for her. One more motive may be the upheaval of the female next to the culture as well as its standards which undervalue female. The lesbian relation is extra importantly observed with the higher-affluent curriculum.

Within a fresh review a female provides the next motives about her lesbianism first choice: it is greatly simple to present in provisionally to a female, to submit ego; her pelt is compliant as well as straight:

“No one be anxious whether her corpse is sufficient; no agonize regarding the colleague’s sex and romance for ethical finding, wherever she is leaving to be positioned on the variety of feminine infirmity”.

At this time, the yielding of self-image is significant, the allegation individual, it is simple to submit previous to individual’s personal love and romance than to the men who previously regulations, develop as well as control the feminine. An affectionate move toward is an imperative obsession, in this manners. This
partiality is too; this is because of diverse variety of supernatural relationship connecting female may not to come across into the hetero-sexual relations in which a female’s responsibility is substandard. She is:

“Traversed above through the gentleman. She is completed sex to, not finished her sex through”. ¹⁶

Furthermore, in this, she moves toward with one more facade about lesbian manner, that is becoming conscious, self-determination from the man which is one more significant standard of the feminine one and female’s fight back about subalternity. It has too political suggestions. One more writer, Hite states that:

“Lesbian may support. The love and romance with second female may be a response next to male as well as it is subsequent division position through them in civilization”. ¹⁷

One of the major themes in Hite’s review declares that:

“Frequently, the romance and love with a male is starting to political education. The love and romance is with female means self-determination from gentleman”. ¹⁸

A grouping through a male gives the permission to female for the hetero-sexual human rights, several of which are re-classified through the decree; belief as well as relatives. On the other hand, the female has to give its value at her individual charge, like she has to devastate her own identity, her influence, intelligence, as well as individual enlargement, for a male’s require, into these agreement. Therefore, the novelist discards required homo-sexuality as well as proposes female to female relative or lesbianism is superior than male to female affiliation that she represents within her writings. She too rejects to take part in the diversion of antagonism for male. She tackles her individual love and romance and it does confront the standard positioned winning her through civilization or culture. Furthermore, in decline to the perfect prototype of manner, this lesbian avoids the equipment, the most important component of that is high opinion for patriarchal say aloud of possession, in that ways frightening to undermine the classification with appropriate gentleman license.
Therefore, the homo-sexuality is observed like argue against-innovative or a comeback to love and romance like subaltern people in her writings.

In *Strange Obsession*, the novelist, Shobha De elucidates that male. This is because about their sex and love domination, include forever suffer similar to “defeaters” as well as their love and sex develops. They have their “defeats”. On the other hand, the females and subaltern people’s responsibility in the influence amusement has fundamentally distorted through the novels of Shobha De. It also comes into view that Shobha De’s female incredibly intelligently apply love and romance to struggle their fight with their subaltern people. Like one of the female character, Rashmi says that average female exercise that:

“The love and romance is like entice, however, the astute female clutch their husbands and remain them imprisoned.”

This human consciousness absolutely decreases male’s influence above female. The contemporary, metropolitan, identity-enough, cost-effectively self-determining as well as positive females are of the writer, thus, they have distorted them from merchandise to individuality. The novelists extremely competently knock down the representative picture of male as the foremost sex as well as discover his Achilles heel. The bodily realism has profound connotation for the Shobha De. She is through declaring female’s sex superiority once more revise the standard. Throughout, her writings Shobha De look for to found the reality that a female has the similar thoughts, obsession, objective as well as principles like a male has. She is also strong-minded to wrestle it absent for understand her thoughts.

The male constantly believes to them. As a result, to gratify females require for sex, they, various a moment, develops them with love and romance with expressively. On the other hand, her female protagonists have known fine art of fulfilling their needs through them and as a result, they are gratis from male-obsession.

In the novel, *Strange Obsession*, the female protagonist’s, Meenakshi’s alteration turns into lesbianism which is based on Electra multifaceted. She moves to her own father, she was 13 years old. She also deceives her-self to faith, which never
she needs bodily correlation with her father. While her sexual relation with her father, gender is incest, as a result she visualizes her rape and she conspires from her father. She slightly misfortunes to her parents sexual life and she thinks that it is to be Minx’s responsibility to complete his desires. It generates a psychosomatic fissure that escorts to a wretched situation. She is capable to acquire what she desires; other than, now she is unsuccessful. Consequently, she turns into a gender participant with her personal parents. She too knows that how a type of patriarchy as well as too friends it with her babyhood pounding, that she has acquires since her minister. It too creates her argue against ground-breaking to the existing civilization as well as humanity. She extracts from the civilization. Inside her babyhood, she befalls companionless. The separation creates her psychosomatic unwell. She enlarges detestation to her individual parents and all male. She also turns into lesbianism and vigorously drops into forthcoming female, Amrita.

However, the female protagonist, Amrita leaves secure to Meenakshi like the final realize mainly of her desires, a high-quality residence as well as someone intriguing think about of her investments. The simply obsession, she is not capable to acquire from their sexual correlation is an adolescent. Therefore, the innovative female’s looking for implementation yet inside her personal masculinity is observed obviously with the Shobha De’s female. This innovative female illustrates her yearnings to verify that they might not require depending on male’s business. Meenakshi is so determined to triumph her sex that she yet suffers operation to eliminate her chest. In some way, she desires to satisfy Amrita:

“Not lovable feeling. No one damage me. Perhaps, she injures her-self. She is thinking that it should create me cheerful. It’s a work…good mainly female leaves to that doctor of medicine to superficial operation to develop their chest—boy. She might provide me a not many names, other than, she really inquires him to decrease excavate. She recognizes, segment them sour.”

The utilization about sound segment them rancid illustrates that how more Amrita not loves to male. She is not capable to tolerate what male similar to:
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“Never inquire me, why, although, Amrita acquires the emotions her does not similar to them, which their enormous dimension, situate her inedible. She does not ask them whichever.”20

That is a variety about counter-rebellion of the Meenakshi about her parents and civilization. She awfully potently confronts the civilization along with its existing standards. That is the spot, at what time, the female protagonist; Amrita is started with falsification as well as expands thoughts to Meenakshi. Within the fictive stipulations, Amrita demonstrates to be nectar to Meenakshi. That is where her potential acquires inextricably associated with Minx. To Meenakshi, lesbian is an outcome of detestation as well as dread of dishonesty from male. That is a rebellion alongside civilization as well as standards puts down to under-rate-female. Through, she feels right, Amrita is defending along with serving her, and she is facade an enormous hazard to man. Therefore, in the novel, *Strange Obsession*, the novelist, Shobha De delights to the theme of the masculinity ornately; the aggressive to the homo-sexual propensity of the Meenakshi describes the elevation of substitute sex and love.

A pioneering feminine is mindful, influenced and irregularly yet aggressive. Meenakshi, the feminine character engages the middle-class. She has acquired free of her place about the ‘further’. At the present, Amrita is conscious about her objective, so as to is, to discharge her identity from the domination of undeserved ridiculous and society forced on her through the man conquered culture. The contemporary females represent by writer, cannot depend, for their continued survival on their own parents, loving-partners, and even young man also. They are monetarily self-determining. They have compulsory potency to facade existence through every it’s come as well as go. They are self-confident, sensible as well as physically powerful. They go down into the class of original feminine who cracks her troubles her-self.

As a result, the researcher observes that man-woman relationship is like matrimony that the female’s feelings as well as thoughts are measured subalternity is like unequal like the relative of a sex-female to her client. Thus, that wedding ceremony turns into a variety of the female where partner, she has masculinity through their male-companion undergoes roughly separated to her personal identity. Therefore, Waugh P. says that:
“Traditionally, feminine has constantly utilized their upper body like realize about their displeasure regarding their female pointing as well as categorization.”

The lesbianism is a generally unconventional manner to precise from the untimely the past, various community do not like it. This is because it is a diverse object. Within discourse the treaties, Manusmriti; penalty is specified for ruin a young woman during lesbian time, shared love, and romance and sex fulfillment:

“However, a young female is disfigured one more lightly cooked young female in addition, she is trained her lecture of self- ill-treatment or grateful through her manipulate or other forged gentleman appendage or cylindrical material she is accountable to give all right of two hundred coins. In addition, the penalty, she is to support financially the close relation of the defoliated young feminine with twice over the quantity of the calculated offering with also to believe ten lashes.”

However, the further noteworthy complexity is why lesbian manner as well as this receives to reader further than, the physicality of it. The respond is to be creating extra in female’s awareness than in her dead body, not that the corpse is every fewer imperative. Individual, identify that amongst the humans love and sex is not only restricted to the genitalia, it is in the intelligence, the genitalia are merely the intermediate. That is why it is too describe the instrument. The psychosomatic suggestion of lesbian manner are additional appropriate to the narrative in circumstance of the superwoman. Within lesbian connection physicality is a part of the superior moving connection. While Linda declares that:

“Let me understand to you what no man might have completed”.

Shobha De does not intensify for the undemanding purpose that male may do not be female whichever in love and romance in proceed or in his corpse. The male within classify to macho is constantly unsympathetic as well as irregular in move toward. It is never that hostility has a position with ars amatotia. Their corpse do not be pliable similar to female. Furthermore, there put down the dissimilarity.
However, the further significant difficulty is why lesbian manner as well as this receives to reader further than, the physicality of it. The respond is to be creating extra in female’s consciousness than in her dead body, not that the corpse is every fewer imperative. Individual, identify that amongst the humans love and sex is not only restricted to the genitalia, it is in the intelligence, the genitalia are merely the intermediate. That is why it is too describe the instrument. The psychosomatic suggestion of lesbian manner are additional appropriate to the narrative in circumstance of the superwoman. Within lesbian connection physicality is a part of the superior moving connection. While Linda declares that: “let me realize to you what no gentleman might have completed”.

Shobha De does not amplify for the undemanding motive that male may do not be female whichever in love and romance in proceed or in his corpse. The male within classify to macho is constantly unsympathetic as well as irregular in move toward. It is never that hostility has a position with *ars amatotia*. Their corpse do not be pliable similar to female. Furthermore, there put down the dissimilarity.

From now, the attendance of lesbian in Shobha De’s writings is a fraction of the innovative disobedient female. They need a different balance with male for sex. The major female characters, Meenakshi, Amrita, Asha and Rani, are demonstration about the innovative female who request to completion inside their personal sexual relation. At this time, it is moderately remarkable feminist writer; S. Gubar and Gilbert state that:

“The sex fights. This is because it play a role to modify, however, the sex fight, love it-self revolutionize.”

4.3.1 Male Dominion:

In the novel, *Strange Obsessions*, the female protagonist, Meenakshi stands for the lesbian masculinity monger, pursues to Amrita and she sources her profound nervousness. Later than, the beacon is happening, Amrita enquires that Meenakshi moves towards and feelings does not him like parents, he responds considerately:

“He is for eternity frightened about her…terrified of her frenzy, unconfident of what she strength does, but he answer. However, here is gentleman. His
beliefs reserved an eye on her more of the moment. Although, Minx is outsmarted them too.”

One of the outstanding feminist, Simone De Beauvoir, in her, The Second Sex, states regarding the feminine main beliefs, is in the 17th and 18th about the 20th century that miscellaneous troubles stirring feminine are calculated analytically. A confirmatory wisdom of female individuality has created appreciation. These females are pacing away of the inflexible sex and romance responsibility distribute to them conventionally. They are challenging to Westernization as well as the metropolitan squares in Indian society along with self-identity. Their individuality and distinctiveness are not disadvantaged on male. The watchful of the troubles commence from patriarchy, they might not maintain the familiarity concerning Tennysonian separation of liability as well as bubbles of movement:

“The guy is used for the territory as well as feminine is considered for the fireplace. The male is predestined for the rapier as well as for the irritate she”.

The Indian feminists have concentrated regarding the female’s questions in their novels. They also provide influence to an objection about the male-authority. The Indian empire is primarily patriarchal wherever a female is known the inferior dependability.

Consequently, the Indian feminist, Shobha De is up-and-coming as a feminist writer currently. Her novels are augmented grade for their proclivity towards this fair-haired masculinity, moreover, the realistic portrayal of their search as well as approach. These make higher a grievance regarding man subjugated Indian humanity wherever the female is deprived of the self-sufficiency to do great according to their willpower as well as persist to appreciate their possess thoughts in uselessness. The females are indulgence like a subaltern one and sheer male’s gloom-identity. They are deliberate the peculiarity of male as well as not individual through male or persons. On the other hand, the liability of feminine in culture has been altering with every decade of the century, constantly through a high-quality indenture of common quarrel as well as ideological move violently. These have missing a massive pressure on love
and romance society as well as widespread policy of the widespread humanity which in gyrate is well embodied by the Shobha De regarding her feminine characters.

The Shobha De’s influence is about male society. It muscularly perceives the immigration about female. She does not consider in unfolding her female protagonist like sex for sex or simple helpmates at residence. She also reflects her individual feminine and sex psyche situate. A broader assessment about her novels discloses her objection about the picture of female like a limb or a secondary. She struggles to unfasten this slanted as well as vague picture of female. It also blubbers for autonomy as well as equal opportunity which silent leave ineffective in Indian civilization.

Starting this viewpoint the female about Shobha De’s works are more authoritative than male. The females are fundamentally symbolized for love and sex which is unconventional as well as open minded idea. They also have turned into recognized like the innovative female.

It is similar with Mikki in the novel, *Starry Nights*. During the present position, male-dominance culture, it is typically the gentleman who chooses, steer as well as straight the feminine. Into the collection of male-companion like the buddy, Minx is extremely cautious as well as sensitive. She discovers that the husband is not an appropriate, “male-companion substance.” make longer the verdict is one more technique of negative response or refutation. Navin is not needed due to this extending. The heroine, Mikki is also fascinated to the one more character, Binny. She creates up her mentality to get married this gentleman similar to Asha Rani in the novel, *Starry Nights*. The female protagonist, Mikki has a weak point of flattering touching similar to the other female characters, Asha, Rani. She expands a yielding angle for buddy, although Binny disgrace her as well as strikes her.

4.4.1 Lesbianism:

This innovative sex and love carry out i.e. lesbian. It stands for the relationship with male-female and their dealings. At this time, it does not indicate simply sex relationship among male-female. This human being realization completely decreases male’s influence above feminine. The modern-day, urban, identity- enough, economically autonomous as well as constructive females are of the novelist, thus,
they have distorted them from merchandise to eccentricity. The novelists extremely competently knock down the representative picture of male as the foremost sex as well as discover his Achilles heel. The bodily realism has profound connotation for the Shobha De. She is through declaring female’s sex superiority once more revise the standard. All through, her writings Shobha De look for to originate the authenticity that a female has the similar thoughts, fascination, purpose as well as principles like a male has. She is also clear-thinking to struggle it absent for comprehend her thoughts.

In addition, in reject to the ideal prototype of approach, this lesbian avoids the paraphernalia, the most significant constituent of that is high attitude for patriarchal say aloud of possession, in that ways frightening to destabilize the categorization with appropriate male license. Consequently, the homo-sexuality is observed like argue against-innovative or a rejoinder to love and relation like subaltern citizens in her writings.

4.4.2 Male-Female Relationship:

The innovative female seeks to loving move toward with male-female relations. The wedding ceremony is measured a patriarchal enclosed space. The blessedness of wedding ceremony arranged particularly for female is appropriately watered down through her females. The novel, Strange Obsession deals with one of the major theme, sexual relationship. It is fine instance of this feminine one. It also acquires its ticket from the snapshots of the common example major feminine characters like Meenakshi as well as Amrita. They obtain jointly to split cherished familiarity. Within the itinerary of their understanding to kindness regarding the confessional converse, truthful disclosure of this stage show of being is obtainable. Equally, Meenakshi and Amrita are separated. They are self-possessed adequate to refuse regarding the sexual category and love for their companion. The female character, Meenakshi is not spiritually get prepare d to get married once more with to her, the word ‘companion’ is ‘a dreadful utterance’.

4.4.3 Hunger for Identity:

Shobha De’s Strange Obsession traces the quest for identity or eccentricity. Identity, in widespread, describes a person’s inauguration and appearance of his/her
individuality or anthology associations with wide-ranging and enriching identity. The central thought is that individual’s knowledge or individuality is clear-thinking typically by the alternatives and promises concluded concerning specific personality as well as common qualities.

The implication of feminine has been recognized in writing on a diversity of grounds. For centuries, the human being sympathetic is one and the same with the masculine familiarity. Gyno-criticism has opened up innovative vistas of revision and research. The feminist viewpoint projects the difficulty of identity looking for female’s independence is a characteristic prototype of feminist literature as well as a middle task of feminist literary criticism. Accordingly, Shobha De’s works of fictions reflect their high dangerous intelligence of women’s identity seems to reveal the essential and typical theme of feminist writing. Her most important novels show how the feminine mystique deceives women, and that the character, a wise mother and high-quality wife, is no more female’s attractive identity. And it is presented through a heroine who suffers from the inner dissociation, in addition, attempts to wander outside the house. To be the other is to be the non-subject, the non-person, the non-agent; in short, the mere body. Deeming females emotional and unprincipled, these thinkers advocated confining feminine to the household specialty where their vices might be neutralized, even malformed into virtues, in the role of subservient partner and encouragement mother.

The visual rendering of female, the complete worlds have been all-too-myriad in their features, as they have been all-too-rich in their composition and all-too multicolored in their character. Picked up from the diverse times as well as diverse climes, even a random sample of these images soon reveals the wide spectrum of richness of their code, content and treatment, their colors and contours. There is, however, no denying the fact that the one-time romanticizes as well as idolized descriptions of feminine have undergone some extraordinary metamorphosis in the entire world over, especially in the nineteenth and the twentieth century’s.

According to Indian convention, a feminine should defer to her husband in every probable admiration. She should create the marital residence enjoyable for him. She has to roast the meals; wash the dishes, as well as to take care of the offspring. She ought to not enquire concerning money and she must consent to her male-
companion’s orders. On the other hand, what happens when the old traditions lose their influence and the feminine no longer believes her life should be strong-minded in this contracted approach? This point of view is the fundamental theme of Shobha De’s novels in which her lead central character undergoes profound changes against the surroundings of an India that is also evolving. There is a shift in principles as well as females have started recognizing themselves the co-equals of man. Although, the high hopes of feminism have been washed away in the present social milieu, the relationship between male and female becomes one of prearranged interdependence. Still the woman has to work for her emancipation with no resigning herself to her fortune. Gender-equality remains a legend.

Every work of fiction, feminine character like Meenakshi records as feminine one. She also emphasizes that her womanly consciousness records objection as well as disobedience. She records as a feminine, not wounded. The author compacts among the influence equations involving the manliness; furthermore, it’s a change into the material of fine art. The researcher does not have pigeonholes which are related among male ingenious portrayal about the feminine one. The female protagonist, Meenakshi’s origination into the fashionable humankind of recent existence instigates at Amrita’s believe position during the Malbar mount. On the other hand, Amrita blames to Meenakshi of botchy as well as lechery, her voracious hunger for sexual category. It tolerates, at what time, Minx meetings among the ad film-maker within the city, U. K. One more, her waiting in United States provides her a sensitivity of pre-eminence; moreover, it compose s her self-confident. Minx reduces donation to stereotypes and denies succumbing to the hegemony of the malist society.

4.4.4 Gender Difference:

The gender or sex variation is not obstacle to the Post-modern female to complete her self-conscious about her sex and love advise during, she goes with province about lesbian refusing the system of the behavior preordained to the female in India. In the Strange Obsession, the female protagonist, Meenakshi clutches the record, she begins to shoot her surprising photos, centering on the little four-sided figure shuffle at the moment. She also utters that:
“Meenakshi needs to recall all fragment to you, all aperture, all infiltrator, every tiny tress”.

Subsequent to, it appears similar to an hour. But it is most likely now a little dumpy proceedings; the female protagonist, Amrita observes that her hurdle sour as well as sprint with her lavatory. In a while, she comes across with her bath, scrutiny the now, shot ribbon on the diminutive display frequently.

That is fairly astonishing to believe, which a female turns into defensive devotee as well as an alternate for male. She also assembles with Bhatia at the hotel, Rangoli. She notifies to Meenakshi that she is inedible to the Oberoi Tower’s Shopping Mall to two hours. Therefore, she states that:

“We have turn into an uninteresting aged matrimonial pair.”

This observation creates Amrita believe self-conscious. With this case, their relation resolves with the docile channel. Meenakshi also looks like future much connected regarding it. Her friend, Rakesh laughs with gracious. He also receives equally Amrita’s arms and declaring that Amrita is mainly attractive young woman. It is much better than two hour while the Amrita recalls going house. He also needs to go down with her sour; however, she also favors to come across her personal system residence. She suffers that she is reassured from the assaults of the Meenakshi. She is giving to croissant at the restaurant offset, while she knows that Meenakshi is calling her. She is quaking, at what time, Rakesh inquires to Meenakshi to go with Amrita to him.

Here, her friend, Karan is unexpectedly get up through the unrelenting humming of his glockenspiel. It is nothing that, but Meenakshi is in her emaciated shape. She merely declares that:

“She may not survive exclusive of him.”

After that, Meenakshi falls down on the approach. That time, Karan gives an advice her to not remember Amrita speaking that Meenakshi’s sex is uncharacteristic as well as it carries on to Amrita who has a precise to survive her living-life according to her personal. The bottomless is attraction of the Lesbianism move to her husband.
who is obtainable healthy at this time. One of the famous critics, Ningthojam Sonia says in her easy, Aesthetics and Morality:

“That is innovative female’s force used for autonomy, that punctual to Meenakshi to walk around original meadows similar to subaltern. But Shobha De’s description about unambiguous sexual category among female is a straight depiction of the innovative actuality that is approaching speedy with the contemporary humanity. It also highlights on the self-determining female-folk, they are fling confront against male with approximately every bubble about the individual movement.”

The novel, Strange Obsession is distinctive description that is examined with the sexual relation of the Karan and Amrita. Here are few than two days missing to their wedding ceremony. The female protagonist, Amrita advises to her one more friend, Rakesh which their sex-nigh would be dissimilar. The nighttime previous to the wedding ceremony, she expends one hour to talking with the parents and re-existing babyhood reminiscences. While Amrita leaves sex, afterward, Meenakshi disturbs her and her also imaginings.

Next time, while, wedding ceremony is on, she observes to Karan who is eminence at the edging about the little multitude. She is also pleased to observe him. Later than, an observance, as soon as, the three of them are set to discussion contentedly, her husband, Karan advises to Rakesh that the both of them create a beautiful pair of the male-female. Here, Amrita begins to Karan that she is saying to hoard her living-life with much customs than personal. Karan is most excellent companion to her. Here, Rakesh is detained away from hand. Karan inquires consent to kiss with Amrita to previous moment. Enchanting the agreement with Rakesh, she also tries to kiss to Rakesh on the lips and sees his eyes. She also believes that Karan is on her backside, opening to make tighter to their clutch.

Unexpectedly, an enchantment is not working thus, that he treads missing from the wedding ceremony lobby as well as a way of their life. This variety of the relationships is incredibly ordinary with an influential encircles. Amrita point out towards to Partha who is standing against one of her brother. The greeting is never too generous as well as secure associations’ observation about the unfussy character of
the merriment. One of the famous researchers, Wanjari Priya says in her easy, ‘De-
Analysis of Marital Relationships’:

> *Into the novel, Strange Obsession, male-female relation is concerned through unhelpful fascination of Amrita with Meenakshi. Next to get married with Rakesh, Amrita has a strong desire to run away from Meenakshi’s command. When she makes similar movement bundle of uncertainties, whether she should be appropriated and fulfill her needs with her male-companion. The unprincipled sex and relationships with Meenakshi reason unprovoked results on the mind of Amrita.*^31

When there is query about the lesbian relationship, like male-female relationship. It also goes ahead to disorder as well as confusion with the standard customs about the matrimonial relationships.

While Amrita, starts is, a cartridge as well as her friend, Rakesh’s circle revolves away. She moves toward termination that the Rakesh is captured for payoff once every. She also attends to influence of the Meenakshi on string by an inevitability to facilitate is unsettling. Thus, Meenakshi states that:

> “It is bye-bye, my dear, you do not have to endure the noise of her tone with her expensive ears once more. However, by, she has to go with you, here is one more duty, and she has to done.”^32

The recorder ends suddenly, furthermore, Amrita tweaks rear with actuality. It is silent on and next, she listen to quiet noise from Rakesh’s tone. Amrita celebrates like he is energetic with her. The police-man imagines that the group is playing a original devices.

With detail, the attendance about the man outline pressures Meenakshi very greatly. Here, Rakesh also ogles at his tormentor inside the disrespect with his eyes. But Meenakshi symbolizes a little bottom missing wearing clothes with her ordinary black attires. Rakesh is detained within an overcrowded register small house on the crumple as well as misplaces awareness. At what time, he moves toward to sanity, he inquires to Meenakshi what she does to Amrita. Then, she may introduce tipple to him and he snacks it downward inside moments. Therefore, Meenakshi notifies that:
“Bye-Bye, not to utter, good, he will speak; Amrita is excavated as well as stay behind excavation. Nothing, what he says that she has spaded with their bearing, which is the certainty. She loves to Rakesh very much and he may be blood-spattered convinced, she loves him at this time.”

Here, the female protagonist, Amrita desires to go away to investigate about her male-companion on her personal. She is treading to the forest. She also comes across to blemish that the napkin is lynching. Here, a childish son highlights on the prominence with the detachment. She also demonstrates with him little currency. However, Rakesh recognizes to go with her not including captivating the currency. They come across with Meenakshi immediately like Amrita is equipped to provide and revolve flipside. The prospect is about the female, Amrita who does not disclosure her at every. Meenakshi lays her hand, exhausted her downward to the pedestal of the hierarchy.

The feminine character, Amrita lingers to Meenakshi to handle her, however, it is astonished, as soon as, Meenakshi draws missing abruptly, she goes to flipside earsplitting that:

“She might not… he tangs very dissimilar. He stinks about a male, you people. He is the entire above him. All over the place.”

Although, Rakesh and his looking style reduces that he marks to Amrita encloses within the front entrance. Meenakshi moves toward to him. She also unfastens the loops, wounding throughout the filament through a marker table knife. Amrita sprays alongside her companion as well as enfolds him. Meenakshi guidelines those to acquire prepared to the presentation, furthermore, she becomes to bring her camera. Meenakshi instructions to Rakesh to play the amusement of sexual category as well as shout that:

“Nice-looking thus far away. She pair should think the sapphire movies mutually.”

One more measurement is in the fiction that the female is preoccupied most important a distressed existence with babyhood. Her parents (Iyengar) guide to Amrita missing from the hospice area. They also talk to her that her father is well-
versed, along with, they are on the way. He shows gratitude to her male-companion to save his spawn, Meenakshi. Amrita also gives details to him the lot what Meenakshi states regarding her father and how her parents try to utilize her. She also observes that Meenakshi’s father wrinkle earlier than her eyes like he erratically achieve to a manage. Subsequently, he talks to her that:

“My dear is cruelly bothered youngster of concerned parents. She undergoes with hallucination, her dishonesty, she formulates narratives, the numeral of the discipline, she has disqualified from the containing their personal stories to tell. He attempts rigid, also durable, to be equally nurse as well as vicar to her. Near defend her, however at present; she understands immediately how bluntly she has unsuccessful”.36

At what time, Amrita needs to give details her not natural connection through Meenakshi waggles not to make clear something regarding it is like he previously is familiar with it. Therefore, a critic, Vats Naresh K. in his essay, ‘The Escape: Strange Obsession’ states that:

“The novelist, Shobha De has determined infiltrator about the psychological characteristic of the Meenakshi’s individuality that has disallowed the disinterested expansion of her character. It also talks about Minx’s fearful disposition as well as unconventional moves about with colorful particulars.”37

Like a description of principles modifies since moment to moment, the present female in India, who is carving her personal photograph inside huge-colored glooms that is a original as well as another time, energizing her-self from the tyrannical male planet. He declares that Meenakshi is never permissible to move toward somewhere next to her over again as far as he is lively. The mali moves toward to notify that her father is coming. Therefore, a critic, Vats Naresh K. in his essay, ‘The Escape: Strange Obsession’ states that:

“The description speaks regarding pathological jumpiness of Meenakshi with multi-colored in sequence. It also describes how with overwhelming nervousness, she breaks at the rear away from deliverance. All the way
through, her peculiarity, she challenges to strike back her-self on the atmosphere that is reserve of her apprehension.”

This narrative, Strange Obsession, demonstrates the fundamental observation of the postmodern metropolitan female touching the society of wedding ceremony. It is a run away from the man area in arranges to look for her preferred individuality delimited through simply female.

4.4.5 Masculinity and Femininity:

Ever since primordial moment’s feminine examine wedding ceremony like a consecrated relation that they struggle to preserve with the face of every outlandish smooth distress. Within a wedding ceremony, the masculinity is a combine element of destructive existence; the femininity is interaction, it signifies the incorporation about their corpse as well as courage. A feminine resting with her male, do amazing with their point of view to the well regarding her male is frequently described the wonderful partner. On the other hand, they are looking for their private fanatical cheerfulness, masculinity autonomy are also permitted whores by the society.

One instance married, a female is anticipated to be faithful with her male, and though for her husband, it is her enjoyment whether to respect to the marriage ceremony or fracture it or have enjoyable among it. But a female comes about to enclose a surreptitious connection later than wedding ceremony, she should be normally as well as inside the relations disliked like a female of without a personality. These confines forced ahead female about the location her at the subaltern place. One more feminist writer, Simone De Beauvoir too examines that the ethnically forced subalternity over the females as well as remarks that:

“The feminine has no true to all masculinity society separately from the wedding ritual. The femininity is interface and it is gratifying a society, hunger, as well as realization are negligible to the inquisitiveness about the society to both genders, but male, human being goes further than just before the all-inclusive like worker and inhabitant, might have provisional enjoyment earlier than marriage ritual as well as next militarily.”
With the lesbian relations, one of the lesbian buddies might imagine vigorous element, it is called butch. Like Meenakshi and Amrita, both are in such lesbian, there is affinity, not duality. It is seen by feminist author, Simone de Beauvoir:

“The involving feminine, masculinity considerate; squeeze are predictable fewer to amplify possession of the further than gradually to restructure the identity during her; disconnect is eradicated, there is no struggle back, no subjugation, no conquer; in accurate reciprocity every is at one time theme, issue and body, autonomous with slave, duality turns into understanding”.

Tentative during that point of view, the female’s independence as well as civilization’s restrictions further describes that current as well as chronological instances, the marriage ritual has been measured like one of more noteworthy widespread foundations. In Indian civilization, a female gets married not just the male, but his family unit as well as afterward misplaces her own personality with wedding ritual, surrenders her autonomy. She also locates regarding pleasurable all and miscellaneous.
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